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Gravure printing without
missing dots
Ansgar Wessendorf

Electrostatic printing assist (ESA) generally improves print quality,
since it helps to eliminate missing dots. But if the press operator has
selected the wrong ESA system or uses it incorrectly, it can itself cause
problems with gravure printing presses.
The ESA principle

Top-Loading

On modern gravure printing presses for decor and flexible packaging,
ESA is standard equipment. ESA is
decisive in ensuring that the ink is
transferred from the cells of the gravure cylinder to the substrate, thus
improving the quality of the print
itself. However, setting and operating the ESA improperly can lead to
problems in the print run. Selecting the right system and observing
a few basic rules can prevent such
problems arising.

Charging the impression roller
with an electrostatic charge generates an electrostatic static field
between the impression roller itself
and the grounded gravure cylinder
which exerts a force on the ink in
the cylinder’s cells. This force ensures that nearly all the ink in the
cells is transferred to the substrate.
In this way, ESA systems supports
a proper print.
“A little bit of physics”

The ESA principle is based on the
fact that an electrostatic charge
is drawn towards an opposed
charge surface until equilibrium is
achieved. The ink has the same neutral charge as the gravure cylinder, while the substrate is positively
charged. Electrostatically charging
the impression roller changes the
surface tension of the ink in the cells
of the gravure cylinder, the closer
the ink approaches the web. The
ink is pushed upwards along the
walls of the cells by the electrostatic
force. It is polarised in the cells and
extends itself, so that the only way
out is up, until it comes into contact
with the substrate.
The higher the electrical charge
in the ESA system, the higher the
pressure on the ink in the cells. This
causes the volume of ink to expand.
This in turn means that more ink is
transferred to the web, which is especially noticeable with lighter colours. But over a certain charge, no
improvement is possible.
Due to the effect of the electrostatic charge, the ink tends to rise
up in the cells. This means that only
a very slight mechanical impression pressure is required to transfer the ink.
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This has a whole series of advantages for the gravure printing
process:
l lower
 
mechanical impression
pressure
l longer
 
service life of the
impression roller surface
l smooth tonal gradation
l no missing dots – dot skips
l higher density printing
l allows
 
printing with higher ink
viscosity
l due
  to the almost complete
transfer of ink, the ink does not
dry inside the cells
l static
 
charges are reduced to a
minimum
Electrostatic charging
of the impression roller

ESA systems differ mainly in how
they generate the voltage, the
charging system and the design of
the impression roller.
Top Loading
Top Loading ESA systems electrostatically charge the coating of the
impression roller. By applying a
voltage to a charging electrode, the
needles of the electrode release ions
(charge carriers), which electrostatically charge the coating. Due to the
difference in voltage between the
charged impression roller and the
grounded gravure cylinder, with an
isolator in between them (the substrate), the ink is polarised and thus
is transferred out of the cylinder’s
cells more efficiently.
The impression roller surface
must be semiconductive to allow
the electrostatic charge to be controlled. The surface has a specific
range of resistance, which also determines the parameters for a controllable ESA effect. Furthermore,
ESA impression rollers must be able
to maintain their electrostatic properties even at the high temperatures
characteristic of a gravure printing press. This requires considerable
know-how and experience from the
impression roller supplier.
The electrical resistance range
covered by an ESA system may
vary widely. One should therefore
prefer an ESA system which can exploit a large impression roller resistance range according to need. As
the impression roller surface ages
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and is mechanically fatigued and
soiled, its electrostatic properties
also change, mostly towards higher
resistance values. The low limit for
the resistance of the surface should
not be less than 1 MOhm for solvent
based inks.
Since the impression roller’s core
and pressure sleeve mandrel do not
run on isolated bearings, a layer
of isolation must be used to control the electrostatic charging of the
impression roller/sleeve. The resistance of the isolation should be in
the range 1 to 2 GigaOhm, which allows the electrostatic charge to discharge via the mandrel to the gravure cylinder (ground). If the resistance is too low, then a bypass (impression roller in direct contact with
gravure cylinder) will compromise
the electrical field in the printing
nip, thus affecting the ink transfer
process itself. On the other hand, a
too high resistance will prevent the
ions discharging properly.

Side Loading

Core Charging (Direct Charging)
The direct charging system is a current transmission unit which can
charge the impression roller core
(sleeve mandrel) with a variety of
transmission systems (fluid, carbon brushes), in order to assure ink
transfer from the grounded gravure
cylinder to the substrate. The prerequisite for direct charging is that
the core/sleeve mandrel must be
isolated from the machine’s ground.
The voltage required for the ESA
effect can be transmitted, in the
case of core charging, by a fluid transmission system patented by
Enulec. In comparison with other
direct charging systems, no materials are used in this case, such as
brushes, which are subject to wear.
The conductive fluid, encapsulated in a housing, contacts the core
and transfers the ions over the entire roller surface almost without
any loss in efficiency. The ions migrate from the core towards the roller’s top surface. In order to prevent
the current discharging, the bearing shells are isolated. Depending
on the supplier, the pressure sleeve
is fitted with a layer of material to
assure uniform current delivery.
This means that cost-effective
single-layer or sleeve impression
rollers can be used. Even if the gra-

Direct Charging

vure press conditions result in a
high level of soiling, the system
remains maintenance free and has
no need of time consuming cleaning cycles.
Side Loading
The side loading system charges the impression roller from the
front side. The prerequisite for effective charging is that the front

side must be protected against soiling by ink and dust. In comparison to the above systems, this is
more complicated to achieve, and
the resulting system is more costly
than the alternatives. Furthermore,
this type of ESA system only works
with three layer impression rollers.
In general such systems are soiled
more quickly, which increases the
risk of spark discharge. This means
that the carbon brushes are lifted
19
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Direct Charging System (circled in red)

off their contact points by the ink
residue. It is also possible that ink
accumulates on the brushes occurs,
and this can dangerously reduce the
between the brushes and grounded parts.
Which ESA system is
the right choice?

The answer depends on the requirements of the gravure printer and
the applications associated with
the various solutions. Many clients
are tending to retrofit their existing
gravure presses with top loading
ESA solutions. On the other hand,
new machines are mostly being fitted with core charging ESA systems.
Each of these solutions uses a different type of impression roller. For
instance, impression rollers for core
charging systems must have a highly conductive transfer layer, while
the top loading system requires rollers with an isolating layer.
The advantages of the core charging system are not so great if a specially designed top loading system
is used with a virtually maintenance
free air-assisted impression roller
charging electrode. In comparison
with conventional charging electrodes with exposed high voltage
pins, air assisted special electrodes
have the great advantage of not requiring regular cleaning.

Unlike previous conventional charge bars with their exposed
charging pins, air-assisted special
charge bars offer the advantage that
they do not require regular maintenance. This is achieved by means
of a special charge bar design in
which the charge bar pins are bedded into a small tube and so do not
come into contact with ink and dust
particles. By applying a very low air
pressure of around 0.5–1.5 bar at
the ionisation points (chargingpin
points) contamination of the pins
with particles of ink and substrate
dust is avoided.
ESA systems with Air assisted
charging bars remove a number
of disadvantages and particularly
safety related weaknesses associated with conventional ESA TopLoading systems with exposed
charging pins. These include the
downtime required to clean the
charging electrodes and their exposed high voltage pins. Furthermore, ESA systems with exposed
pins often suffer from considerable
losses of efficiency in the top loading solution, due to the accumulation of ink at the exposed pins of
the charging electrode. In addition
to a drop in the efficiency of the
electrostatic printing assist system,
poor maintenance or cleaning of
the charge bars with their exposed
charging pins can result in an increased safety risk due to sparking

between the open pins which can
lead to fires in the machine when
solvent-based inks are used.
What is more, multiple exposed
pins of the charge bar can be contaminated with inks, which results
in streaking in the print. This is
particularly dangerous when using
conductive slovent based inks.
The safety of ESA systems is increased by making the speed setting of the ESA proportional to that
of the printing press when starting a print run. This means, that
full power ESA is reached
only when production
speed is reached.
This tachometric
compensation is
only offered by
Enulec at this
time. These systems are fitted
with capacitance
free high voltage
generators,
so
that when the ESA
is switched on the
necessary high voltage is immediately available at the charging electrode
and hence the full ESA effect is active straight away. Of even greater
importance for safety is the fact
that the capacitance free generators
are completely discharged when the
ESA is switched off.

Printed without ESA
(missing dots)

Safe ESA operation

Every ATEX certified ESA system is
safe! This is only
true, if the operating conditions
specified
by
the manufacturer are also
observed. The
ESA system supplier is responsible for the correct
and safe operation
of his product, but not
for ESA impression rollers
which are operated outside the limits he has specified.
So why are there so many print
shop fires involving gravure presses?
Fires in print shops using solvent
based inks are caused by high energy discharge of electrostatic charg-
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Printed with ESA
(no missing dots)
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es. Static charges are generated by
the repeated contact and separation
of two surfaces. On gravure machines, this happens when the fastrunning web runs through the multiple rollers composing the printing
system (contact, rubbing, stretching
and separation). High print speeds
also favour static charging. If the
web runs close to a grounded machine component, sparking is possible unless a discharging system
is installed.
This is why discharging electrodes are a fundamental component of any ESA system. Before the

“Discharging electrodes are
a fundamental component
of any ESA system.”
web runs into the printing station
(explosion [EX] zone), they reduce
the charge on the web to less than
1 kV. A second electrode is installed
in the outlet of the printing station.
Upline of the discharging electrode at the infeed, the web may be

ESA System

Maintenance/
cleaning

Impression
roller

Remarks

Direct Charge (Fluid Transfer System)

none/none

1-layer

preferred by machinery manufacturers

Direct Charge (conventional)

none/none

1-layer

preferred by machinery manufacturers

Side Loading (carbon brushes)

regular/none

3-layer

expensive special impression rollers,
regular brush replacement

Direct Charge (carbon brushes)

regular/
regular

3-layer

expensive special impression rollers,
regular brush replacement,
reduced print width

Top Loading (charge bar, open needles)

almost none/
regular

2-layer

regular cleaning

Top Loading (air supported electrodes)

almost none/
almost none

2-layer

encapsulated needles, low air flow pre
vents soiling and promotes the ESA effect

statically charged up to and over
50 kV. If no discharging electrode
is installed right after the corona
treatment, this value can be as high
as 100 kV. Grounded metal components are often to be found close
to the substrate and the impression roller. For instance, the guards
are only 5 mm away from the impression roller – this is still a safe
distance. Here too the ESA system
makes the situation safer, by automatically discharging any charge
as soon as the web speed is greater
than zero.

Simple rules for avoiding
print shop fires

In practice, print shop fires are quite
frequent, mostly due to the fact that
the basic rules for safely operating
an ESA system are not observed.
The following rules are quite simple:
1. Observe the specifications for impression roller undercutting
2. Observe the specified impression
roller resistance range
3. Make sure the web is of the right
width
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An ESA system in a
gravure printing station

4. Make sure the splash guard is at
the right position and of the right
material
5. Keep the print shop clean
1. Undercutting of
impression rollers
When undercutting impression
rollers, care must be taken to ensure that a residual thickness of the
semi-conductive layer remains on
top of the highly conductive layer
of the impression roller or the core
of the impression roller sleeve. The
semi-conductive layer must not be
cut away all the way through to the
highly conductive layer! Always
leave a semi-conductor thickness
of at least 4 mm. The depth of cut
away should be at least 5 mm.
2. Impression roller resistance
Furthermore, the impression roller resistances specified by the ESA
supplier must be observed, which
lie in the range 1 to 20 MOhm. The
press operator can check the surface resistance with a with a roll
measuring device. This measurement takes no more than 10 minutes, including preparation, and is
best done during receiving controls.
Further measurement intervals will
depend on the ESA system in use.
Some ESA suppliers offer control
tools which continuously measure
the resistance during the produc-

tion run and display it on a monitor.
If the ESA system displays a warning, the surface resistance must be
measured at once. if the resistance
lies outside the specified tolerance,
the roller must be cleaned, ground
down or swapped out for a new one.
3. Correct web width
The web should be around 5 mm
wider than the impression roller,
in order to prevent the impression
roller discharging to the gravure
cylinder at high ESA power and low
web speed.
4. Splash guard
The splash guard should be semiconductive, and must be kept clean
at all times. It must not be used if
damaged in such a way that fibres protrude from it and soil other
parts. Such fibres are serious issues
for sparking when close to the impression roller, and can easily cause
a fire. The gap between the splash
guard and the impression roller
must be at least 5 mm.
5. Cleanliness
The print shop must be kept clean
of metal residue in the vicinity of
the impression roller and the web
path. Clean electrodes are also essential to safe operation. Accumulations of ink on the safety guards

and splash guards must be removed
immediately.
Conclusion

ESA not only ensures that the ink
is transferred almost without leaving any residue from the gravure
cylinder cells to the web, thus improving the quality of the print run,
but also increases safety and prevents print shop fires on gravure
machines. This is because the ESA
system includes the discharge electrodes, which reduce the electrostatic charge on the running web to
an acceptable (non-hazardous) level. Observing certain simple rules,
setting the ESA power proportional
to the production speed, and using
air assisted charging electrodes all
reduce the maintenance and cleaning requirements of an ESA system
while increasing the safety of the
printing press.
n
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